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THE WIDTH of a homotopy H: X x I+ M (M a metric space) is the supremum of the 
distances travelled by the points of X under H. That is 
(HI = sup {length of Hx: H,(t) = H(x, t), x E X}. 
If IHI < ~0, H is said to have bounded width. Natural questions are: (1) If two maps 
f, g: X+ M are homotopic, are they connected by a homotopy of bounded width? (2) 
If so, what can be said about the bound? 
Clearly some restrictions on X and M are necessary in order to give a positive 
answer to (1). For example, letting X = R’ and M = S’, the constant map and the 
exponential map t +exp (it) are homotopic but not by a homotopy of bounded width. 
The fundamental group of M turns out to be the key. It is shown in [3] that if M is a 
closed Riemannian manifold with finite fundamental group, and X is a finite dimen- 
sional normal space, the answer to question (1) is yes. In fact, there is a finite bound b 
such that any two homotopic maps are connected by a homotopy of width less than b. 
Finally, if b(X, M) denotes the infimum of all such bounds, the number 
b,(M) = sup {b(X, M): X is a q-dimensional normal space} 
is finite. Thus each closed Riemannian manifold with finite fundamental group 
possesses a sequence of numerical invariants {b,(M): q = 0, 1, . . .}. 
It is easy to see that if q 2 4’ then b,(M) 2 b,*(M). Furthermore it is known[3] 
that if M has any non-zero positive dimensional homology, then lim,, {b,(M)} = 03. 
In this paper we calculate all but 1 of the numbers bJS”), n 2 2, where s” is the 
unit sphere in R”+l with the induced metric. We shall prove: 
MAIN THEOREM. If n 2 2 and (n, 4) f (2,2), (4,6) or (8, 14), then 
P, Oaqan-1 
21r, nsq<2n-2 
k7r,. (k - l)(n - 1) c q < k(n - I), k 2 3. 
Furthermore, b2(S2) = ba(S4) = 2~ and 2a c b14(Ss) c 3~. 
It appeared from the techniques used in [3] that b,(M) would depend on the 
homology of ‘the loop space fiM. Although this homology does exert substantial 
influence, more subtle factors are also involved. The existence of elements of Hopf 
invariant one requires (2,2), (4,6) and (8, 14) to be treated as special cases (see 
Lemma 3.2). Furthermore, the associativity of the multiplications on S’ and S’ allows 
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us to conclude (see Theorem 2.3) that &(S’> and b,(S4) do differ from the general 
pattern. The lack of associativity of any multiplication on S’ on the one hand and the 
existence of an element of Hopf invariant one in ‘rr15(S7) on the other results in the 
above ambiguity in the value of b14(S8). 
It is intriguing that this simple geometric question about the widths of homotopies 
should require Hopf invariant results for its answer. Presumably the calculation of the 
b,(M) for other manifolds as well as the determination of b,,(S8) will shed light on the 
nature of this relationship. 
The authors wish to thank the referee, whose careful reading of an earlier version 
of this paper focused our attention on the special cases (2,2), (4,6) and (8, 14). 
01. DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
We begin with some more or less familiar definitions and results including some 
variants of the notation of a quasifibration. 
(1.1) Definition. (a) A map f: E + B is called a k-quasifibration if for all b E B the 
induced homomorphism f*: ri(Ey f-‘(b)) + ri(B, b) is an isomorphism for i s k and an 
epimorphism for i = k + 1. (A map is a quasifibration if it is a k-quasifibration for all 
k,[4].) (b) A map f: E+ B is called a local k-quasifibration if there is a basis 9 for the 
topology of B such that f/f-‘(U) is a k-quasifibration for all U + 8. 
The local nature of quasifibrations is explored in [4]. On one hand an example is 
given of a quasifibration that is not a local quasifibration. On the other hand it is 
shown there that every local quasifibration is a quasifibration. It follows from the 
proofs in [4] that the same situation holds for k-quasifibrations. 
(1.2) Definition. A map f: E-+(M, d), where (M, d) is a metric space, is said to 
have the approximate covering homotopy property up to dimension k, XCHP(k), if for 
any normal space X with dimension less than or equal to k and any maps g: X-E 
and G: X x I+ M such that G(x, 0) = fg(x), and any E > 0, there is a homotopy 
H: X x I + E such that H(x, 0) = g(x) and d(fh(x, t), G(x, t)) < E for all x E X. 
(1.3) LEMMA. If M is triangulable and f: E + (M, d) is a focal k-quasifibration then 
it has XCHP(k). 
Proof. The proof of (2.7) in [4] shows that f has the XCHP(k) with respect to 
polyhedra. Since M is triangulable, we can extend to normal spaces using the 
standard “bridge” type argument, as for example in ([8], 04.2). Cl 
We next introduce the examples of local k-quasifibrations with which we will be 
concerned. 
Let (M, d) be a metric space. The length 1~1 of a path u: I+ M is given by 
1~1 = sup {E d(a(ti),, a(ti_,))}, taken over all partitions, 0 = to -=c t, < . . . < tk = 1, of I. 
If H: X x I+ M is a homotopy then 
(HI = {sup {IHxI: x E X}. 
If CT: I + M is a path and s E I then la(s)/] denotes the length of the path given by 
t *r(d). A path is said to have constant speed if la(s)/ = s(v(. If CT, 7 are paths of 
constant speed and o(l) = 7(O), the concatenation (+ * T will be parametrized so as to 
retain constant speed. 
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Let E = {CT E (9)‘: cr is piecewise C” with constant speed } and let f: E + S” x S” 
be the map f(c+) = ((T(O), (~(1)). Then f is a local quasifibration since it is fiber 
homotopy equivalent to the usual fibration (9’)’ + S” x S” (see [7]). 
For c > 0, let EC = {a E E: 1~1~ c} and fc =flEc. If WC S”, then let E(W) = 
f-‘(W) and let E,(W) = f,-‘( W). If W consists of a single point {(u, u)} we shall use 
the notation E(u, u) and EC(u, u). 
The goal of the remainder of this section is to prove the following theorem. 
(1.4) THEOREM. If k is a non-negative integer, and c > kr, then fC: EC + S” x S” is a 
local (k(n - 1) - 1) quasi-fibration. 
Before actually proving 1.4 w’e require some preliminaries. Let dist (u, v) = length 
of a minimal geodesic from u to U. For E >O and u ES”, let B,(u) = 
{x E S”: dist (u, x) < E}. It suffices to show that for each (u, u) E S” x S”, there is a S 
such that if 0 < E < 6 and c > kr then f,: E,(B,(u) x B,(u))+ B,(u) x B,(u) is a (k(n - 
1) - l)-quasifibration. Moreover, since B,(u) x B,(u) is contractible, we need only 
show that T;(E,(B,(u) x B,(u))), EC(x, y)) = 0 for i Q k(n - 1) - 1 and all (x, y) E B,(u) X 
B,(u). We shall show that Hi(Ec(B,(u) x B,(u)), E,(x, y)) = 0 in this range, then appeal to 
the relative Hurewicz theorem. 
The structure of the !paces EO(u, u) have been determined using Morse theory. 
Letting (S”-l)k denote the k-fold James reduced product spaces of S”-‘,[5], we have: 
(1.5) LEMMA. If a > 0 then the homotopy type of Ea(u, u) is that of 
(Sn-‘)Zm_,r if 2tnr - dist (u, u) < a c 2m?r + dist (u, u); 
and of 
(S”-l)zmr if 2rn7r + dist (u, u) < a G (2m + 2)a - dist (u, u). 
Moreover the inclusion map i: EO(u, u)+ E(u, u) induces an isomorphism in 
homotopy through dimension 2m(n - 1) - 1 in the first case, and (2m + l)(n - 1) - 1 in 
the second case. 
Proof. It is shown in [l] that EO(u, u) has the homotopy type of the space of 
piecewise geodesics of length <a. The lemma then follows from [7] if uf r?zu and 
from [2] if u = -+ u. Note that in this second case one or the other of the two formulas 
degenerates depending on whether u = u or u = -u. 0 
For cy: I + X and 0 c a, b s 1 let a[a, b](t) = cu(a + t(b - a)). Observe that if (Y has 
constant speed then la[a, b]l = Jb - ajlcrl. If x, y, E S” and dist (x, y) < 7~ let m(x, y) 
denote the minimal geodesic from x to y. 
(1.6) LEMMA. Let a > 0 and 0 < E < (7r/2). Let 
@: E(~,(u) x&(u))+ Eo+zt(u, u) 
be given by the formula 
a(w) = m(u, w(O)) * w * m(w(l), u). 
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Then @ is a homotopy equivalence. 
proof. Let *: J%+z,(u, v)+E,(&(u) X B,(v)) be q(a) = a[& 1 - S] where 
S = J(a + 2~). 
We define a homotopy 
8: J%&(U) x B,(u)) x 1 +&UK(u) x B,(u)) 
of ‘I@ to the identity by the formula: 
t9(w,s)=@(w) s+s yyp-8) 
[ ( W 
9 l-8+,(8-~)] 
P(Wl . 
That @P is a homotopy equivalent to the identity is given by a similar formula. 0 
Proof of (1.4). Letting u, v and E be as in (1.6) and letting c > kr we have that 
ECU?,(u) X B,(v)) - E,+z,(u, v). By (1.5), Ec+Zr(~, v) - (S”-$ for some d 2 k - 1. Also 
by (IS), if (x, y) is any point of B,(u) x B,(v) we have that EC(x, y) - (S”-I), for some 
esk-I. 
Letting j C k(n - 1) - 1 we have the following diagram in homology (induced by 
inclusions of spaces): 
i' 
J((Ec(X, Y)> A H,(E(x, Y )I 
i* 
* I i3 I i4 * 
Hj(Ec(Bc(u) X Be(V))+ Hj(E(Be(u) X Be(V))* 
We know that i$ is an isomorphism since E is a local quasifibration over S” x S" and 
that ii is an isomorphism by (1.5). But for each j in this range of dimensions the 
groups in the diagram are all isomorphic to each other since they are all either trivial 
or are isomorphic to the integers. Thus i$ is an isomorphism as claimed. 0 
92. THE UPPER BOUNDS 
(2.1) THEOREM. If q < k(n - 1) then bJS”) s kr. 
Proof. Let 0 < E < 1. Suppose that X is a normal space with dimension less than or 
equal to q and that (Y, p: X+S” are homotopic maps. Let lY X x I+ S” to be a 
homotopy from IY to p, define G: X x I + S” x S” by G(x, t) = ((T(X), T(x, t)), and 
define g: X + E,,,,, by putting g(x) = the constant path at (U(X). Then fka+rg(~) = G(x, 0). 
By 1.3 and 1.4, for q < k(n -1) we have H:Xxl-*Ek,+, such that 
dist (fH(x, t), G(x, t)) < e/2 for all x E X and t E I. Define K: X x I+ S” by K(x, s) = 
H(x, l)(s). From the definition of Ek,+, IKI < kr + E. Now Im(K(x, O), a(x))1 =C J27r 
and [m@(x), K(x, l))( < e/27r and so if for all x E X we form 
m(cr(x), K(x, 0)) * K, * m(K(x, I), P(x)) 
we obtain a homotopy from (Y to p of width less than kr + 2.5 0 
(2.2) Remark. By general position arguments any two maps (r and /3 from an 
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(n - 1)-dimensional space X into S” can be deformed by an arbitrarily small amount 
so that a(x) # -p(x) for all x in X and so, trivially, b,_,(P) G 7r. cl 
Next we let h: St”-* + S” denote the Hopf bundle in dimension n (n = 2,4 or 8). 
Our nex; theorem will use two basic facts. The first is that the dilatation of h is 2,[9]; 
hence if w: I+ S*“-* is a path of length A, the composition how has length ~2h. The 
second ingredient is that when n = 2 or 4, there is a principal action of S”-’ on S*“-’ 
by isometries. (It is the lack of this ingredient for n = 8 that creates the ambiguity of 
US*).) 
(2.3) THEOREM. If n = 2 or 4, b2._2(S”) s 27~. 
Proof. Let P be a polyhedron of dimension s2n - 2 and F: P x I + S” be a 
homotopy between two maps f, g: P + S”. Let 0 < E < 1. Our goal is to produce a 
homotopy from f to g of width <27r + E. 
If f and g could be lifted to S2”-‘, then by 2.2 these lifts would be homotopic by a 
homotopy E of width <r + ~(2. Since the dilatation of h is 2, the composition h 0 E 
would be a homotopy of width <27r + E between f and g. Since there do not, in 
general, exist lifts of f and g, we show that one may take lifts over the cells of P, then 
piece these together using the action of S”-’ on S*“-l. 
To this end, we suppose inductively that for some k < 2n - 2 we have a homotopy 
F’: P x I + S" between maps f Ir and g’ such that 
(a) dist(f, f”) < e/2 and dist(g, gk) < e/2 
and 
(b) l(FkJPk)I < 27r. 
Here Pk denotes the k-skeleton of P. 
Recall that m(x, y) was the minimal geodesic on S”. Let fi(a, b) denote the 
minimal geodesic on S2”-‘. 
For each closed &-simplex ai of P, let F”’ = FkJ(ui x I). Suppose we have lifts 
Ekqi: ui X I+ S*“-’ of FL*’ such that for all x E pi: 
(c) Pk.‘(x, 0) # -F”.‘(x, 1); 
(4 F;k,, = rn(P(X, O), E”‘(X, 1)) 
and 
(e) If 7 is a face of both pi and ai,there exists a map ~iiLii: T+ S”-’ such that for all 
t E I, Ek.j(x, t) = 4ij(X)P"'(X, t). (Here juxtaposition denotes the action of S”-’ on 
s*“-‘.) 
Now let pr be a (k+ I)-cell of P. Choose fi P,-+S*~-’ to be a lift of fkJpp If ui is a 
face of pm let y: be (uniquely) determined by the formula: 
(f) F(x) = n’(x)P(x, 0). 
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P(X, t) = y:(~)fi~.~(x, t). If 7 is a (k - I)-face of both ui and rj, and 
~‘(x)~‘l.‘(x, O)=?(x) = ~i’(x)P”,~(x, O), (by f) 
= r:(X)$;j(X)Ek.j(X, 0), (by e) 
Thus 7; = n’$‘h But, for all t E I, 
y{(X)E’*‘(X, t) = n’(X)lJ[j(X)E’I’j(X, t) = y;(X)P”j(X, t). 
Hence P(x, t) is well-defined on up, x I and is a lift of FkJ(Jp, x I). Since the action of 
S”-’ on S*“-’ is isometrical, E satisfies (c) and (d). If we define F;<x, 0) = f(x), x E pr, 
we have 
F = (& x (0)) u ( apI x I) + S2n-’ 
which covers Fk on this subset. By the covering homotopy property, we extend p to 
all of pr x I as a lift of FkJ(pr x I). 
Let Z = {(x, -x) E S*“-’ x S*“-*}, let 
K = i min (dist (A, (&, F,)(&+)), 5 - dist (f, fk), $ - dist (g, g’)] 
and let U be an open neighborhood of apI such that dist(F,(x), Ft(3p,)) < K for all 
x E U and I = 0, 1. Finally, let n: p, + I be a Urysohn function such that 71 Jp, = 1 and 
&PI\ U) = O. 
Since k + 1 s 2n - 2, we may deform the map (&, F,) by less than K to a map 
(I’,, fi,) so that (Z$, fi’)[p,] fl i = 0. 
For 1 = 0, 1, define fit+‘.l (x) = fi(fi(x), fi(x))[n(x)]. We note that Er+‘sr(x) = E(x) 
if x E ~3p~ and that (pgk+lTr, P:“*‘)[p,] n I= 0. On P, x I set p’+‘,‘(x, t) = tfi(E,k+‘~~(x), 
E:+‘v’(x))[t]. Then define Fk+’ = h 0 pk+‘*r, fk+’ = Fi+‘, and gk+’ = Ff”. 
If we define fik+‘.r as above for all (k + I)-cells pn we obtain fk+‘(x), gk+‘(x), and 
Fk+‘(x, t), defined for all x E Pk+‘. By the construction, these functions are well- 
defined. If k + 1 = 2n - 2 we are finished. If not, suppose that pr ‘I ps = ai. Define 
I+!J,~(x) = ~i”(x)~[(x)-’ for x E ai. We see that conditions (c)-(e) are satisfied. It remains 
to extend fk+‘, gk+’ and Fk+’ to all of P so as to satisfy (a) and (b). 
Let U be a normal neighborhood of Pk+’ in P, r: U+Pk” be a retraction, and 
5: P+I be a Urysohn function that is 1 on Pk+’ and 0 on P\U. We require that U and 
r satisfy fk”(r(x)), f”(r(x)) E B(f’(x), 42 - dCfk(x), f(x))) and gk”(r(x)), gk(r(x)) E 
B(gk(x). e/2 - d(gk(x), g(x))). We define 
m(fk(x), fk+‘(wMx)l, x E u 
fk+‘(x) = ( f(x) xEP\U. 
We define gk+‘: P+S” in a similar fashion. It is clear that f’+’ and gk+’ satisfy (a). 
To construct Fk+‘, we shall define a function G: (Pk+’ x I x I) U (P x dI x I) U 
(P x I x (0)) + S”. Let x E pI (p, a (k + I)-cell). Begin by defining G on pI x aI x I by 
G(x, I, s) = h 0 ti(P(x, I), Fk+‘,‘(x, I))[s], I = 0, 1. Next let G(x, t, 0) = Fk(x, t) and 
G(x, t, 1) = Fk+‘(x, t). If x E ai, a face of pn let G(x, t, S) = Fk(x, t) (=Fk+‘(x, t)). Thus 
G: a(p, x I x I) + S”. By its definition, G = h 0 6, where 6: a(p, x I x I) + S2n-‘. Since 
the domain is a (k +2)-sphere and k + 1 < 2n - 2, G extends to G: p, x I x I + S*“-‘. 
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Let G = h 0 C? on this set. This process defines G on I”+’ X I X I. 
Next, define G on P x dl x I by setting 




m(f(X), G( r(x), O,v)) [t(x)], 1 - ((x) s s s 1, 
where 7((x) = m(f(x), f(r(x)))[[(x)]. We define G(x, 1, s) similarly. Finally, for x E P, 
define G(x, t, 0) = F(x, t). 
We now invoke the homotopy extension theorem to get G: P x I x I+ S”. Letting 
Fk+‘(x, t) = G(x, t, l), we see that F’+‘(x, t) is a homotopy from fk+’ to gk+’ that 
satisfies (b). This completes the inductive step and hence the proof of the theorem for 
polyhedra. We then extend the result to (2n- 2)-dimensional spaces by the usual 
bridge argument. 0 
83. LOWER BOUNDS 
We choose a base point * E S” and denote by PA the subspace f;‘({*} x S”) of EA 
and put pA = fAIp,. Then as in Section 1, pA is a quasifibrution up to k(n - 1) - 1 if 
A > kn. 
(3.1) LEMMA. Let X be a finite dimensional compact space and fl: X + S” a null 
homotopic map. If there is a homotopy from the constant map * to p of width less 
than A then there is a map 4: X + PA such that P~C#J = p. 
Proof. Under the hypotheses of this lemma, it is shown in ([3], (1.3)] that there is a 
homotopy F from * to p such that IFI < A and a partition 0 = to < - - * < f,,, = 1 such 
thatforeachxinXandi=l,..., m, Fxl[ti-‘3 ti] is the unique minimal geodesic from 
F(x, ti_1) to F(x, Ii). Define 
[ F(& ti) if SlFl= IFx(&)I 
( 
x, @I - Pwi-')I 
(Fx(ti)l- lF,(ti-l)I 
(ti- ti_')+ &.) 
if JF.(ti-')I < sIF\ < JFx(ti)l* 
Now G, has constant speed and jG,j = IF,1 < A and so G, E PA. We define 4: X-*P, 
by 4(x) = G. 0 
We shall now define for each integer k 2 2 a compact space & of dimension 
k(n - 1) and a null homotopic map &: Kk -+ S” such that the map &: & + PA can 
exist only if A > k7r. 
Recall that S;-’ denotes the k-fold James’ reduced product space of S”-‘. Let 
Jk = Sf-’ U +(CS”-’ x S;:f), where CS”-’ is the unreduced cone on 9-l and IL: S”-’ x 
S;:{ + S;-’ is the identification map. 
The space Jk is contractible and we can consider Jk to be a subcomplex of Jk+‘. 
Let & = St-’ U Jk_, C Jk. We observe that & has the homotopy type of Sk(“-“. 
Define yk: Jk +S” by y&$-l) = * and Yk((tr s), g) = [t, s], where (t, s) E CS”-‘, (T E 
S;I~ and [t, s] is the class of (t, s) in S” regarded as the suspension of 9-l. Let 
flk = Y&- 
If K= U;=Jk and y: J+S” is the map induced by the yk’s, then y is a 
quasifibration, the James’ construction of [6]. 
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Let p: (PS”, QS”)+(S”, *) denote the path space fibration. 
(3.2) LEMMA. Let n 2 2 and k 2 2, except for (k, n) = (2,2), (2,4) or (2.8). If I is 









- (S”, *>, 
then (r/S;-‘)*: H,,,_‘,(S;-‘)~H,,,_,,(RS”) is non-zero. 
Proof. Since y is null-homotopic, there is a lifting of y to PS” which necessarily 
induces an isomorphism of the homotopy exact sequence of y with that of p. By 
restriction we obtain I’: Kk + PS” such that 
is an isomorphism. 
Let 7: QS” x PS”+PS” be the usual principal action. If I is any other lifting of pk, 
there is a map (Y : Kk +=RS” such that I is vertically homotopic to n 0 ((Y, I,). 
Thus (I/S;-‘),: (&,_,,(S;-‘)+ k&+,‘(~S”) is given by the composition 
&l-,,(W) 
I A* 
Hk(“-,)(S;-’ x s;-‘) 
So, if x is a generator of H+.,‘(S;-‘) and y is its image in E&,)(Kk), then we have 
rls~-w) = 4~) + r,ts;-l),(x). 
* 
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Since KI; - SkCn-“, a*(y) is in the image of the Hurewicz map 
4: ,+{,-,,(flS”)-+ H&_,,(fiS”) = z. 
Recalling that k 2 2 and n 5 2, we see that a*(y) = 0 unless k = 2 and n is even, since 
q.-l)(fiSn) is a finite group for k 3 3 or n odd. 
Furthermore, if n # 2, 4 or 8, the non-existence of elements of Hopf invariant one 
tells us that 
Since (I,]Sk-l),(x) generates &(n_r)(flS”), we conclude that unless (k, n) = (2,2), 
(2,4) or (2,8), (IIS:-l),(x) Z 0. 
(3.3) THEOREM. For all pairs (k, n), k 2 2, n 2 2, except (2,2), (2,4) and (2, S), if 
g 3 k(n - 1) then b,&S”) 2 (k + 1)~. 
Proof. If k is odd, suppose that * is homotopic to pk via a homotopy of width less 
than A. By 3.1 there exists +k: & + PA such that &pA = pk. In 3.2 let I be the 
composition +k: &+ + PA C PS”. Then &(S;-’ tnUSt be ROntriVial on homology in 
dimension k(n - l), since IklS;-’ is. So &(,-lJ(&(*, *)) # 0. Thus A > (k + 1)~ by 1.5. 
For k even one uses the same argument with & replaced by the composition of &. 
with the antipodal map. 0 
(3.4) Remark. It was proven in [3] that if n 2 2 and q 3 n, b,(S”) 2 2~. q 
The MAIN THEOREM then follows from the inequalities given in 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 3.3 and 
3.4. 
44. FINAL REMARKS 
We wish to point out another bit of evidence about b14(S8). If we define 6&V) to 
be the analogous notion to b,(M), but restricted to homotopies between null- 
homotopic maps, the proofs in this paper show that 6JS”) = bJS”) except possible 
for 6,&S’). Since any null-homotopic map into SE lifts to P, the initial remarks of the 
proof of 2.3 show that 6,4(SE) = 27r. Thus the &JS”) are completely determined. 
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